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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 40.53 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 8.51 €

Product details:
Product code: PM-SL-BK-3-17
EAN: 5397063930159
Manufacturer: DELL

49.04 €
* VAT included
The Dell Premier Sleeve-XPS 13 protects your XPS 13 laptop while you're out and about. Lightweight and easy to carry
around, the sleeve has a wide opening with a magnetic closure so you can easily access and unload your laptop. High
quality PU leather and an inner microfiber lining protects your laptop from scratches. Sleek and bulk-free, the sleeve
looks great on its own or can fit easily into a larger carrying case.
Keep your XPS 13 safe and secure within the Dell Premier Sleeve-XPS 13.
Slip your XPS 13 laptop into the Dell Premier Sleeve-XPS 13 for secure protection on-the-go. With rigid, structured
sides and an inner microfiber lining, your laptop will be cushioned and protected from scratches or damage, with a
secure magnetic closure to keep it safe within the sleeve.
The Premier Sleeve is lightweight, so you can easily transport your laptop to the next meeting or wherever your busy
day takes you. With a wide opening and the magnetic closure, the sleeve allows you to quickly unload and access your
laptop.
The sleeve is lightweight and durable for easy transport.
With a slim, bulk-free design, the sleeve looks great on its own or within another larger bag without taking up too much
space. Constructed of high quality, PU leather, the sleeve is sleek and contemporary.
With a customized design, the Premier Sleeve fits your XPS 13 laptop snugly and securely.
The sleeve features a wide opening and magnetic closure for easy access.
Main specifications:

Design
Maximum screen size compatibility:
Case type:
Colour of product:
Expandable:
Material:
Interior material:
Protection features:
Compatibility:

13.3 "
Sleeve case
Black,Red
N
Faux leather,Microfibre
Microfibre
Scratch resistant
- XPS 13

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

